
[In these minutes: Reorganized data and Plans for the report] 
 
STUDENT ACADEMIC INTEGRITY COMMITTEE (SAIC) 
 
MINUTES 
 
TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 2005 
1:30 – 3:00 PM 
510 MORRILL HALL 
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of 
Minnesota Senate or Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or 
actions reported in these minutes represent the view of, nor are they binding on the Senate or 
Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of Regents.] 
 
PRESENT: Micky Trent (Chair), Lizette Barthodhi, Shawn Curley, Sharon Dzik, Meghan Keil, 
Laura Coffin Koch, Linda Jones, Paul Myers, Robert Pepin. 
 
REGRETS: Derek Johnson, David Sullivan-Nightengale. 
 
ABSENT: Dorothy Anderson, Jeremy Deitz. 
 
GUESTS: Kathy Skelton. 
 
1. REVIEW OF REORGANIZED DATA 
 
Micky Trent distributed the reorganized data. The hope is to agree on the general format for the 
report and who the committee needs to meet with, as well as any other general comments. She 
will then finish formatting the report and inserting graphs, before distributing it to the members 
for final feedback via email. 
 
Members then made the following comments: 

• Tables are useful and add visual appeal to the report; they should be included for the 
remaining sections 

• Introduction should list the number of participants by group, not as a total, and include 
the goals of the study 

• No conclusions should be in the report, but instead questions or issues that this committee 
wants to work on itself, or wants input on from other groups who will receive the report 
(i.e. how to improve policies, procedures, handbooks, communication or what other 
information groups would like but is not included in the report) 

• Report will shape further action for SAIC and OSAI 
• Departments should use the report as a way to talk with their faculty about student 

academic integrity 



 
Micky Trent then turned to the comments section, noting that they fell into categories. Members 
suggested putting the bold items into a cover page index and including the questions asked. 
Individual identifiers should be removed and replaced with generic terminology. 
 
2. FINALIZE PLANS FOR THE REPORT 
 
Micky Trent said that she will be gone March 11-21. Her goal is to get a final draft to the 
committee before she leaves and then she would like all feedback to her by March 23. The 
committee will then invite Craig Swan to its April meeting to discuss the report, and then present 
it to the Educational Policy and Senate Consultative Committees in April. The report can then be 
presented to other groups (Student Honors, Student Services, Academic Advising) later this 
spring. Reports to the other campuses will be scheduled for next fall. 
 
3. OTHER BUSINESS 
 
With no further business, Micky Trent thanked the members for attending and adjourned the 
meeting. 
 
Becky Hippert 
University Senate 


